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Top 10
Corporate Lawyers
Each month, Women’s Business asks readers for nominations to create a Top 10 list in a particular category. In this issue, we present the region’s leading corporate lawyers. Following are the dynamic professionals our readers turn to for top-notch legal services and advice.

Megan Gates
Partner
Mintz Levin

“As the CEO of two public companies over the past 10 years, I
have had the pleasure to have
Megan serve us as corporate counsel. Her client dedication and
responsiveness is unequaled to
any outside attorney that I have
worked with in my career. No matter what the time pressure or
issue, Megan is there to provide
excellent counsel. I certainly hold
her in the highest category when it
comes to excellent legal counsel
and client service.”
– FREDERICK W. DRISCOLL
VICE PRESIDENT, CFO &
TREASURER
NOVAVAX

Cynthia Larose
Partner
Mintz Levin

“Cynthia is a great woman to
be among the top corporate
lawyers. She is the consummate
professional. She is there for my
company whenever we need her,
understands and anticipates our
concerns, and her advice is
always right on target.”
– ANDREW SINI
COUNSEL
NUMERIX

Paula J. ValenciaGalbraith
Associate
Mintz Levin

“Paula has become one of
RockPort Capital’s go-to lawyers
and is a tremendous partner and
team player for our fund. She has
worked on a wide range of transactions, many of which are complex and unique, and her simultaneous grasp of the key strategic
issues and the myriad important
details is truly impressive.
‘Paula’s on it’ means you are in
good hands!”
– WILBER JAMES
MANAGING GENERAL PARTNER
ROCKPORT CAPITAL PARTNERS

